SERVICES BRIEF

Capacity Profiling – Workload Based Storage
Performance Optimization
Customer Challenges
Today’s IT staffs are challenged to deal with the endless demand for storage capacity to support their
applications or workloads. Industry analysts state that storage demand is increasing between 30%- 50%
annually while the declining costs per GB are not enough to offset soaring overall storage expenses. At the
same time, data center administrators must ensure performance is improved or, at the very least, preserved.
One option to contain the soaring increase in capital expense by optimizing the utilization of the capacity of
the storage LUNs already deployed in the data center. This approach is difficult to accomplish without
accurate visibility into the LUNs actual IO traffic patterns. That is, visibility into the IOPs, Throughput,
Latency and traffic paths of the LUNs is critical to any optimization strategy. Armed with actual LUN IO
traffic activity and the LUN’s current capacity, storage administrators can confidently reclaim cold LUNs, reconfigure hot LUNs and optimize storage paths to improve performance.

Virtual Instruments Capacity Profiling Solution
The Virtual Instruments Customer Success Capacity Profiling Service presents data center owners with
actionable data to realize substantial savings by deferring future capital expenditures. Savings of millions of
dollars can be achieved. The Capacity Profiling Service is designed to empower storage administrators with
the most effective storage capacity planning approach based on the correlation of actual LUN IO traffic
patterns and LUN configured capacity. Let the VI Professional Services’ team provide you with a clear
holistic view of the LUN utilization and optimization opportunities for each of your arrays. The Capacity
Profiling Service leverages the unique set of real-time data metrics from your VirtualWisdom® installation
and the array’s LUN configured capacity data provided by the customer.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intelligently plan purchasing decisions for future storage deployments
Reclaim silent or underutilized LUNs saving future capital expenditures
Expose “Hot” LUNs with associated capacity and performance
Optimize path configuration for better performance
Re-tier applications based on LUN utilization and performance by moving less frequently accessed
items to a lower (and less costly) tier, while freeing faster (and more expensive) tiers for the critical
applications
Intelligently plan migrations or consolidations based on actual traffic utilization, expected
performance and LUN capacity
Track storage use by hosts, groups or departments

Capacity Profiling Solution Deliverables
The Capacity Profiling Service is powered by the most knowledgeable infrastructure performance analytics
experts in the industry. A dedicated team of Virtual Instruments subject matter experts (SMEs) with
experience providing answers to hundreds of customers globally.
The Capacity Profiling service provides three sets of deliverables:
•

Lists of Hot and Cold LUNs: List of External and Internal LUN Ids with their associated capacity.

•

Visualization via Utilization and Performance Graphs: IO Ranking(Skew) of active LUNs, capacity
distribution vs Frequency, Storage Ports and presented LUN ids, Active ITLs per LUN,
Active/Inactive LUNs presented to Hosts, Number of Hosts associated to Storage LUNs, read/write
performance data, Throughput and IOPs per LUN.

•

Explanation and Advice on Storage Configuration: A session with VI Services experts to explain
the findings and actionable advice on capacity and configuration options.

Capacity Profiling Service
SKU
Capacity
Profiling
Standard

Description
Leverages VirtualWisdom®
real time data and the
array’s capacity data to
profile and optimize
capacity and configuration.

Deliverables
•
•
•

Lists of Hot LUNs, Cold LUNs and relevant
capacity information.
Graphics and Visualization.
Explanation and advice via a remote session with
the VI Services’ Experts.

Table no. 1: Capacity Profiling offer

Sample Deliverables: List of LUNs

Table no. 2 Cold LUNs with their associated capacity, hosts and performance data.

Table no. 3 Hot LUNs with their associated capacity, hosts and performance data.

Sample Deliverables Visualization:

Figure no. 1 LUN traffic ranking distribution and associated exposed and unexposed capacity.

Figure no. 2 LUN traffic ranking skew and associated capacity.

Summary
The vendor-independent Capacity Profiling Service is typically conducted in a matter of days and typically
pays for itself within days of delivery.
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